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You have just completed a marathon, endured five consecutive nights without sleep, have a
migraine, and the flu. You struggle to think, to move, even to swallow. Nausea rises up your
throat, your head throbs, your stomach churns, and every muscle screams in agony. There are
no pills to ease the pain; there is no cure. You can see how greatly it affects those you love, but
there is nothing you can do.Sounds bad?It is; although the above merely skims the surface of a
world experienced by thousands of people.I am one of them.I have lived under the shadow of
the disease Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (M.E.) since I was seven years old, enduring months of
nothing but the above - and more.Despite the pain and the non-believing, the condition has
allowed me to experience much kindness, joy, and made me truly appreciate the simple things
that are so often taken for granted. This is my journey over twenty years.Welcome to ME.

About the AuthorProfessor Edelmann is a Chartered Psychologist, a HC PC Registered Clinical,
Forensic andHealth Psychologist and a Fellow of the British Psychological Society. From 1986
until 1997he was involved in Clinical Psychology training at the University of Surrey where he
alsodirected a Masters program in Health Psychology.From 1999 until 2007 he worked in full-
time independent practice offering consultancy,psychological therapy, medico-legal expertise,
teaching and research. He is currentlyEmeritus Professor of Forensic and Clinical Psychology.--
This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Welcome to ME Robyn Jones Welcome to
MECopyright: Robyn JonesPublished: 2014 All rights reserved. No part of this publication may
be reproduced, stored in retrieval system, copied in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise transmitted without written prior permission
from the publisher except for the use of brief quotations in a book review. This book is a memoir;
it reflects the author’s recollections of her life and her experiences with the disease. All opinions
are her own. It is not a medical book and treatments mentioned are not endorsements, what
works for some may not for others. The information provided is not intended as a replacement
instead of medical opinion from a qualified professional. To Mum and Tim, thank
you. Contents PrologueThe Main Symptoms Part IEarly DaysSchool
PhobiaFriendshipsFamilyFrom Bad to WorseA Name!A Cartoon-Inspired DietTaking
RisksSecondary SchoolT is for: Tutors and TVChristmasMischievous PetsThirteenA Queasy
SiegeSitting Room DaysSpring – and Signs of LifeA Monumental AchievementSummer of
‘97MemoriesReturning to the ‘Real’ WorldHoliday!London!The World of SchoolWherefore Art
Thou, Doctor?“Dear Diary…”Music and DramaGCSEsSo People Do Care…A Light at the End
of the TunnelFriends and FoesA New Car, and a New IdeaUni LifeWorking Hard and Playing
HardA Sparkle Amongst the Gloom…Watching it all Slip AwayEating This, Not That…21st
BirthdayBack HomeBenefits and AlcoholA Very Limited DietLife After UniFinding my Feet
AgainExerciseA Big Move, and a Testing Time Part IINamesTreatmentsFoodBeverages and
Hidden IngredientsCompanyHolidays and LoveStaying PositivePresumptionsAccepting
MEDoctorsI Can’t Do this by MyselfChores and SupermarketsA Jekyll and Hyde LifeI Can Run
but I Can’t HideResting NumbersRelapse FearsDoes Health Equal Happiness?Looking to the
FutureAn Ending of SortsA Message to My Ten-Year-Old SelfEpilogue Prologue All through my
illness I have tried to keep positive. It’s hard, and I fail many times.Some days my frustration
surfaces as silence, others my anger comes across in the form of a bad mood or a torrent of
frustrated tears; but every once in a while it goes far deeper. In those bleak days where the sun
doesn’t shine and the sky is dark and starless, my head teams with downbeat and despondent
thoughts. My entire body is tense with the discontent that is welled up inside of me. Sometimes I
can’t imagine ever getting better; that feeling this much pain is all that is left for me, and I want to
end this unceasing battle. During these periods I can’t imagine getting anything from life – no
success stories, no feelings of achievement. I look to my future, to try and find something there
to live for, but instead I become conscious of just how restricted I am on a day to day basis. My
mind focuses on all I am unable to do, and just how much I am missing out on. I am aware of life
passing me by whilst I spend my waking hours with my whole body screaming out from the
agony it is in: feeling as though I am about to throw up, an ache in my stomach and head, and a
pain that envelops my body. The knowledge that there’s a good chance I will be in this state for
the rest of my life nestles in the back of my mind. It scares me. It scares me how every second



of every day is so hard to get through. It scares me just how reliant I am on other people. I crave
independency, yet I may never be able to live fully unassisted. I am aware of the limited life that
those around me are having, all down to me. I watch other people enjoying life from my place on
the sideline only too aware that they are constantly experiencing things I only ever dream of.
Laughing! If only I could laugh like I haven’t a care in the world! The only emotion I have left -
have the energy for - is to cry: tears of despair, tears of anger, tears of hurt, tears of fear. I can’t
see life ever being fun. I can’t imagine ever getting better. I feel so unbelievably tired I haven't the
energy for the struggle anymore; the constant, never-ending battle I have of fighting the disease
itself, this ‘thing’ that refuses to cease its onslaught over my body. And then, on top of this, I am
weighed down with the pressure of constantly having to fight the stigma and the disbelief of the
condition. It is a bombardment of negativity that strikes me in various forms from every
direction. In every direction there is a huge concrete wall blocking my way, trapping me. Here, in
my dark cell, the only way I can look is down. Once I begin the journey on that dangerous path,
my thoughts push me deeper into the dark pit below. There is one option though: the one
possibility where I will never experience any emotional or physical pain again. I know I shouldn’t
consider it. I know it would destroy the people who truly care for me, but that doesn’t stop the
thought from lingering in the back of my mind, emerging whenever I am down and seeming to be
the only option that makes any sense. The first time I remember feeling so desperate was
when I was on the Stone Age Diet, and had just eaten the most random breakfast. I can’t
remember exactly what it was - I have a feeling it was melon - I only know for sure that it wasn’t
cereal, or toast, which I liked, and which didn’t make me feel as ill as this breakfast had. Here I
was, having to eat this melon and then feeling all the worse for it, all in the name of ‘getting
better.’ I was getting ready for school, and not feeling well (as usual), but pushing it to one side
the best I could (as usual) and going, because I thought that was what was expected of me by
my doctors, teachers, and family. I longed to go back to bed and close my eyes - the only thing
that offered any kind of relief from the pain. I was aware I was going in late and everyone would
have been settled for the day: ‘best friends’ would have been decided; the gossip for that
particular day would have probably been chatted about, and deliberated upon, for many
precious minutes; and the weekend’s events would have been discussed. I would be on the
outside, yet again. I longed to be the same, just for once. I wanted to be able to experience what
it felt like to be a part of what was going on, and to feel equal with my peers. To feel as though I
belonged, and not be ashamed of who I was. I was in tears as I got dressed, inconsolable
about how unfair the whole situation was. On went my skirt, tights and shirt. Then I put on my tie.
Thoughts were whirring around my head, getting more and more irrational and foreboding. I tied
the knot on the tie, but instead of stopping tightening it when the knot reached the top button of
my shirt, I continued. I kept on pulling it, tighter and tighter around my neck. The tears flooded
down my face and dripped on to my hands. I was in such a state, I couldn’t stop tightening, I
didn’t care that I couldn’t breath – that was a good thing. This way I wouldn’t have to experience
all of those disapproving looks. No one would be disappointed with me again. Maybe it was all



me. Maybe it was all in my head – I mean, doctors were saying there was nothing wrong with me,
and yet I felt so ill. They knew best, so why couldn’t I feel well?! Why couldn’t I do as they said? I
tried so hard, but I just couldn’t do what they wanted. I just longed for a smile from someone
outside of my family with a hint of reassurance in it; not pity, not despair. No more feelings of
worthlessness, of trying (and always failing) to be the child I felt everyone wanted me to be,
someone who wasn’t sick. Everyone would be relieved. I would end being a burden on them all.
Tighter and tighter, I was really fighting for breath now. My lungs started to ache. My whole body
was rigid. Rationality had long flown away. I kept tightening. I was nearly there: nearly free. My
goal was in sight.But then something else kicked in. I realised what I was doing, that it wasn’t
the right solution, and I became frightened. I didn’t want to die! My family didn’t want me to die!
What was I doing?! I loosened the tie. I stood, frozen to the spot, stunned by what I had just
tried to do to myself, and just how intent I had been on going through with it. The sound of Mum
talking on the phone brought me back into the real world. I dried my tears with my shirtsleeve,
put my blazer on, and went to school as though nothing had happened. But inside, inside I knew:
I had wanted it all to end. I didn’t want to hurt any more. This world was cruel and unforgiving. I
hated it. I had had enough of life. I was just ten years old. The Main Symptoms The four main
symptoms throughout my illness have been fatigue, nausea, stomach aches and headaches. I
am describing them in detail early on, so that when I mention them later on throughout the book,
you will hopefully have some idea of what I mean when I use the words ‘tired’ or ‘sick’. Fatigue
That word. ‘Fatigue’. It dominates people’s perceptions of the disease, overshadowing all other
aspects of the illness. It’s at the root of the misconception of the severity of the illness; the focal
symptom, mentioned in the first sentence in literature and dictionaries, leading to the belief the
sufferer is ‘just a bit tired’ and in need of a decent night’s sleep. Everyone can claim to be tired at
one point or another; it’s no big deal. I think all sufferers would, in fact, love to only suffer from
‘fatigue’ or ‘tiredness’. I have a strong dislike for both ‘fatigue’ and ‘tiredness’ and any other
guise they come in – I feel that these words do not come even close in describing the crippling,
all-consuming affliction. To use them is almost an insult, as the ‘tiredness’ I experience is
nowhere near that mild. But I cannot think of a different word that will even begin to portray the
feeling, so will have to describe it here in the best way I can, in the hope that each time
‘tiredness’ or ‘fatigue’ is mentioned in the book, you will have an inkling of what I am talking
about. I might as well say ‘orange’, ‘teaspoon’ or ‘waistcoat’ instead of ‘tired’ – at least if I did, you
would not jump to the wrong conclusion. When I feel the level which I assume is ‘normal-tired’, I
don’t mention it. It would get boring and insignificant. When I mention feeling tired, exhausted; I
mean this total, all-consuming, drained state. This is no normal tiredness; no ‘I’ve had a
manically busy day following a late night of drinking last night’ or ‘I've been working ninety hour
weeks’ kind of tired. Even if you lived like that for a week, you wouldn’t be anywhere close to the
degree that I’m talking about. This is something completely different. When I haven't slept a wink
in the night, the feeling that hits me the following day is the nausea, muscle aches, throbbing
head, a veil of discomfort - not the tiredness; that level of tiredness is normal to me so it doesn’t



feel any different to if I have slept. When you are tired, once you take your foot off the accelerator
and have a rest or sleep; have an early night or a lie in one morning, you feel refreshed,
recovered. This doesn’t happen with ME fatigue. If only it did.

Contents PrologueThe Main Symptoms Part IEarly DaysSchool
PhobiaFriendshipsFamilyFrom Bad to WorseA Name!A Cartoon-Inspired DietTaking
RisksSecondary SchoolT is for: Tutors and TVChristmasMischievous PetsThirteenA Queasy
SiegeSitting Room DaysSpring – and Signs of LifeA Monumental AchievementSummer of
‘97MemoriesReturning to the ‘Real’ WorldHoliday!London!The World of SchoolWherefore Art
Thou, Doctor?“Dear Diary…”Music and DramaGCSEsSo People Do Care…A Light at the End
of the TunnelFriends and FoesA New Car, and a New IdeaUni LifeWorking Hard and Playing
HardA Sparkle Amongst the Gloom…Watching it all Slip AwayEating This, Not That…21st
BirthdayBack HomeBenefits and AlcoholA Very Limited DietLife After UniFinding my Feet
AgainExerciseA Big Move, and a Testing Time Part IINamesTreatmentsFoodBeverages and
Hidden IngredientsCompanyHolidays and LoveStaying PositivePresumptionsAccepting
MEDoctorsI Can’t Do this by MyselfChores and SupermarketsA Jekyll and Hyde LifeI Can Run
but I Can’t HideResting NumbersRelapse FearsDoes Health Equal Happiness?Looking to the
FutureAn Ending of SortsA Message to My Ten-Year-Old SelfEpilogue Prologue All through my
illness I have tried to keep positive. It’s hard, and I fail many times.Some days my frustration
surfaces as silence, others my anger comes across in the form of a bad mood or a torrent of
frustrated tears; but every once in a while it goes far deeper. In those bleak days where the sun
doesn’t shine and the sky is dark and starless, my head teams with downbeat and despondent
thoughts. My entire body is tense with the discontent that is welled up inside of me. Sometimes I
can’t imagine ever getting better; that feeling this much pain is all that is left for me, and I want to
end this unceasing battle. During these periods I can’t imagine getting anything from life – no
success stories, no feelings of achievement. I look to my future, to try and find something there
to live for, but instead I become conscious of just how restricted I am on a day to day basis. My
mind focuses on all I am unable to do, and just how much I am missing out on. I am aware of life
passing me by whilst I spend my waking hours with my whole body screaming out from the
agony it is in: feeling as though I am about to throw up, an ache in my stomach and head, and a
pain that envelops my body. The knowledge that there’s a good chance I will be in this state for
the rest of my life nestles in the back of my mind. It scares me. It scares me how every second
of every day is so hard to get through. It scares me just how reliant I am on other people. I crave
independency, yet I may never be able to live fully unassisted. I am aware of the limited life that
those around me are having, all down to me. I watch other people enjoying life from my place on
the sideline only too aware that they are constantly experiencing things I only ever dream of.
Laughing! If only I could laugh like I haven’t a care in the world! The only emotion I have left -
have the energy for - is to cry: tears of despair, tears of anger, tears of hurt, tears of fear. I can’t
see life ever being fun. I can’t imagine ever getting better. I feel so unbelievably tired I haven't the



energy for the struggle anymore; the constant, never-ending battle I have of fighting the disease
itself, this ‘thing’ that refuses to cease its onslaught over my body. And then, on top of this, I am
weighed down with the pressure of constantly having to fight the stigma and the disbelief of the
condition. It is a bombardment of negativity that strikes me in various forms from every
direction. In every direction there is a huge concrete wall blocking my way, trapping me. Here, in
my dark cell, the only way I can look is down. Once I begin the journey on that dangerous path,
my thoughts push me deeper into the dark pit below. There is one option though: the one
possibility where I will never experience any emotional or physical pain again. I know I shouldn’t
consider it. I know it would destroy the people who truly care for me, but that doesn’t stop the
thought from lingering in the back of my mind, emerging whenever I am down and seeming to be
the only option that makes any sense. The first time I remember feeling so desperate was
when I was on the Stone Age Diet, and had just eaten the most random breakfast. I can’t
remember exactly what it was - I have a feeling it was melon - I only know for sure that it wasn’t
cereal, or toast, which I liked, and which didn’t make me feel as ill as this breakfast had. Here I
was, having to eat this melon and then feeling all the worse for it, all in the name of ‘getting
better.’ I was getting ready for school, and not feeling well (as usual), but pushing it to one side
the best I could (as usual) and going, because I thought that was what was expected of me by
my doctors, teachers, and family. I longed to go back to bed and close my eyes - the only thing
that offered any kind of relief from the pain. I was aware I was going in late and everyone would
have been settled for the day: ‘best friends’ would have been decided; the gossip for that
particular day would have probably been chatted about, and deliberated upon, for many
precious minutes; and the weekend’s events would have been discussed. I would be on the
outside, yet again. I longed to be the same, just for once. I wanted to be able to experience what
it felt like to be a part of what was going on, and to feel equal with my peers. To feel as though I
belonged, and not be ashamed of who I was. I was in tears as I got dressed, inconsolable
about how unfair the whole situation was. On went my skirt, tights and shirt. Then I put on my tie.
Thoughts were whirring around my head, getting more and more irrational and foreboding. I tied
the knot on the tie, but instead of stopping tightening it when the knot reached the top button of
my shirt, I continued. I kept on pulling it, tighter and tighter around my neck. The tears flooded
down my face and dripped on to my hands. I was in such a state, I couldn’t stop tightening, I
didn’t care that I couldn’t breath – that was a good thing. This way I wouldn’t have to experience
all of those disapproving looks. No one would be disappointed with me again. Maybe it was all
me. Maybe it was all in my head – I mean, doctors were saying there was nothing wrong with me,
and yet I felt so ill. They knew best, so why couldn’t I feel well?! Why couldn’t I do as they said? I
tried so hard, but I just couldn’t do what they wanted. I just longed for a smile from someone
outside of my family with a hint of reassurance in it; not pity, not despair. No more feelings of
worthlessness, of trying (and always failing) to be the child I felt everyone wanted me to be,
someone who wasn’t sick. Everyone would be relieved. I would end being a burden on them all.
Tighter and tighter, I was really fighting for breath now. My lungs started to ache. My whole body



was rigid. Rationality had long flown away. I kept tightening. I was nearly there: nearly free. My
goal was in sight.But then something else kicked in. I realised what I was doing, that it wasn’t
the right solution, and I became frightened. I didn’t want to die! My family didn’t want me to die!
What was I doing?! I loosened the tie. I stood, frozen to the spot, stunned by what I had just
tried to do to myself, and just how intent I had been on going through with it. The sound of Mum
talking on the phone brought me back into the real world. I dried my tears with my shirtsleeve,
put my blazer on, and went to school as though nothing had happened. But inside, inside I knew:
I had wanted it all to end. I didn’t want to hurt any more. This world was cruel and unforgiving. I
hated it. I had had enough of life. I was just ten years old. The Main Symptoms The four main
symptoms throughout my illness have been fatigue, nausea, stomach aches and headaches. I
am describing them in detail early on, so that when I mention them later on throughout the book,
you will hopefully have some idea of what I mean when I use the words ‘tired’ or ‘sick’. Fatigue
That word. ‘Fatigue’. It dominates people’s perceptions of the disease, overshadowing all other
aspects of the illness. It’s at the root of the misconception of the severity of the illness; the focal
symptom, mentioned in the first sentence in literature and dictionaries, leading to the belief the
sufferer is ‘just a bit tired’ and in need of a decent night’s sleep. Everyone can claim to be tired at
one point or another; it’s no big deal. I think all sufferers would, in fact, love to only suffer from
‘fatigue’ or ‘tiredness’. I have a strong dislike for both ‘fatigue’ and ‘tiredness’ and any other
guise they come in – I feel that these words do not come even close in describing the crippling,
all-consuming affliction. To use them is almost an insult, as the ‘tiredness’ I experience is
nowhere near that mild. But I cannot think of a different word that will even begin to portray the
feeling, so will have to describe it here in the best way I can, in the hope that each time
‘tiredness’ or ‘fatigue’ is mentioned in the book, you will have an inkling of what I am talking
about. I might as well say ‘orange’, ‘teaspoon’ or ‘waistcoat’ instead of ‘tired’ – at least if I did, you
would not jump to the wrong conclusion. When I feel the level which I assume is ‘normal-tired’, I
don’t mention it. It would get boring and insignificant. When I mention feeling tired, exhausted; I
mean this total, all-consuming, drained state. This is no normal tiredness; no ‘I’ve had a
manically busy day following a late night of drinking last night’ or ‘I've been working ninety hour
weeks’ kind of tired. Even if you lived like that for a week, you wouldn’t be anywhere close to the
degree that I’m talking about. This is something completely different. When I haven't slept a wink
in the night, the feeling that hits me the following day is the nausea, muscle aches, throbbing
head, a veil of discomfort - not the tiredness; that level of tiredness is normal to me so it doesn’t
feel any different to if I have slept. When you are tired, once you take your foot off the accelerator
and have a rest or sleep; have an early night or a lie in one morning, you feel refreshed,
recovered. This doesn’t happen with ME fatigue. If only it did.

Prologue All through my illness I have tried to keep positive. It’s hard, and I fail many
times.Some days my frustration surfaces as silence, others my anger comes across in the form
of a bad mood or a torrent of frustrated tears; but every once in a while it goes far deeper. In



those bleak days where the sun doesn’t shine and the sky is dark and starless, my head teams
with downbeat and despondent thoughts. My entire body is tense with the discontent that is
welled up inside of me. Sometimes I can’t imagine ever getting better; that feeling this much pain
is all that is left for me, and I want to end this unceasing battle. During these periods I can’t
imagine getting anything from life – no success stories, no feelings of achievement. I look to my
future, to try and find something there to live for, but instead I become conscious of just how
restricted I am on a day to day basis. My mind focuses on all I am unable to do, and just how
much I am missing out on. I am aware of life passing me by whilst I spend my waking hours with
my whole body screaming out from the agony it is in: feeling as though I am about to throw up,
an ache in my stomach and head, and a pain that envelops my body. The knowledge that there’s
a good chance I will be in this state for the rest of my life nestles in the back of my mind. It
scares me. It scares me how every second of every day is so hard to get through. It scares me
just how reliant I am on other people. I crave independency, yet I may never be able to live fully
unassisted. I am aware of the limited life that those around me are having, all down to me. I
watch other people enjoying life from my place on the sideline only too aware that they are
constantly experiencing things I only ever dream of. Laughing! If only I could laugh like I haven’t
a care in the world! The only emotion I have left - have the energy for - is to cry: tears of despair,
tears of anger, tears of hurt, tears of fear. I can’t see life ever being fun. I can’t imagine ever
getting better. I feel so unbelievably tired I haven't the energy for the struggle anymore; the
constant, never-ending battle I have of fighting the disease itself, this ‘thing’ that refuses to
cease its onslaught over my body. And then, on top of this, I am weighed down with the pressure
of constantly having to fight the stigma and the disbelief of the condition. It is a bombardment of
negativity that strikes me in various forms from every direction. In every direction there is a huge
concrete wall blocking my way, trapping me. Here, in my dark cell, the only way I can look is
down. Once I begin the journey on that dangerous path, my thoughts push me deeper into the
dark pit below. There is one option though: the one possibility where I will never experience any
emotional or physical pain again. I know I shouldn’t consider it. I know it would destroy the
people who truly care for me, but that doesn’t stop the thought from lingering in the back of my
mind, emerging whenever I am down and seeming to be the only option that makes any sense.
The first time I remember feeling so desperate was when I was on the Stone Age Diet, and had
just eaten the most random breakfast. I can’t remember exactly what it was - I have a feeling it
was melon - I only know for sure that it wasn’t cereal, or toast, which I liked, and which didn’t
make me feel as ill as this breakfast had. Here I was, having to eat this melon and then feeling all
the worse for it, all in the name of ‘getting better.’ I was getting ready for school, and not feeling
well (as usual), but pushing it to one side the best I could (as usual) and going, because I
thought that was what was expected of me by my doctors, teachers, and family. I longed to go
back to bed and close my eyes - the only thing that offered any kind of relief from the pain. I was
aware I was going in late and everyone would have been settled for the day: ‘best friends’ would
have been decided; the gossip for that particular day would have probably been chatted about,



and deliberated upon, for many precious minutes; and the weekend’s events would have been
discussed. I would be on the outside, yet again. I longed to be the same, just for once. I wanted
to be able to experience what it felt like to be a part of what was going on, and to feel equal with
my peers. To feel as though I belonged, and not be ashamed of who I was. I was in tears as I
got dressed, inconsolable about how unfair the whole situation was. On went my skirt, tights and
shirt. Then I put on my tie. Thoughts were whirring around my head, getting more and more
irrational and foreboding. I tied the knot on the tie, but instead of stopping tightening it when the
knot reached the top button of my shirt, I continued. I kept on pulling it, tighter and tighter around
my neck. The tears flooded down my face and dripped on to my hands. I was in such a state, I
couldn’t stop tightening, I didn’t care that I couldn’t breath – that was a good thing. This way I
wouldn’t have to experience all of those disapproving looks. No one would be disappointed with
me again. Maybe it was all me. Maybe it was all in my head – I mean, doctors were saying there
was nothing wrong with me, and yet I felt so ill. They knew best, so why couldn’t I feel well?! Why
couldn’t I do as they said? I tried so hard, but I just couldn’t do what they wanted. I just longed for
a smile from someone outside of my family with a hint of reassurance in it; not pity, not despair.
No more feelings of worthlessness, of trying (and always failing) to be the child I felt everyone
wanted me to be, someone who wasn’t sick. Everyone would be relieved. I would end being a
burden on them all. Tighter and tighter, I was really fighting for breath now. My lungs started to
ache. My whole body was rigid. Rationality had long flown away. I kept tightening. I was nearly
there: nearly free. My goal was in sight.But then something else kicked in. I realised what I was
doing, that it wasn’t the right solution, and I became frightened. I didn’t want to die! My family
didn’t want me to die! What was I doing?! I loosened the tie. I stood, frozen to the spot, stunned
by what I had just tried to do to myself, and just how intent I had been on going through with it.
The sound of Mum talking on the phone brought me back into the real world. I dried my tears
with my shirtsleeve, put my blazer on, and went to school as though nothing had happened. But
inside, inside I knew: I had wanted it all to end. I didn’t want to hurt any more. This world was
cruel and unforgiving. I hated it. I had had enough of life. I was just ten years old. The Main
Symptoms The four main symptoms throughout my illness have been fatigue, nausea,
stomach aches and headaches. I am describing them in detail early on, so that when I mention
them later on throughout the book, you will hopefully have some idea of what I mean when I use
the words ‘tired’ or ‘sick’. Fatigue That word. ‘Fatigue’. It dominates people’s perceptions of the
disease, overshadowing all other aspects of the illness. It’s at the root of the misconception of
the severity of the illness; the focal symptom, mentioned in the first sentence in literature and
dictionaries, leading to the belief the sufferer is ‘just a bit tired’ and in need of a decent night’s
sleep. Everyone can claim to be tired at one point or another; it’s no big deal. I think all sufferers
would, in fact, love to only suffer from ‘fatigue’ or ‘tiredness’. I have a strong dislike for both
‘fatigue’ and ‘tiredness’ and any other guise they come in – I feel that these words do not come
even close in describing the crippling, all-consuming affliction. To use them is almost an insult,
as the ‘tiredness’ I experience is nowhere near that mild. But I cannot think of a different word



that will even begin to portray the feeling, so will have to describe it here in the best way I can, in
the hope that each time ‘tiredness’ or ‘fatigue’ is mentioned in the book, you will have an inkling
of what I am talking about. I might as well say ‘orange’, ‘teaspoon’ or ‘waistcoat’ instead of ‘tired’
– at least if I did, you would not jump to the wrong conclusion. When I feel the level which I
assume is ‘normal-tired’, I don’t mention it. It would get boring and insignificant. When I mention
feeling tired, exhausted; I mean this total, all-consuming, drained state. This is no normal
tiredness; no ‘I’ve had a manically busy day following a late night of drinking last night’ or ‘I've
been working ninety hour weeks’ kind of tired. Even if you lived like that for a week, you wouldn’t
be anywhere close to the degree that I’m talking about. This is something completely different.
When I haven't slept a wink in the night, the feeling that hits me the following day is the nausea,
muscle aches, throbbing head, a veil of discomfort - not the tiredness; that level of tiredness is
normal to me so it doesn’t feel any different to if I have slept. When you are tired, once you take
your foot off the accelerator and have a rest or sleep; have an early night or a lie in one morning,
you feel refreshed, recovered. This doesn’t happen with ME fatigue. If only it did. Even when I
have had eight hours uninterrupted sleep each night, the tiredness still fills every pore of my
body and doesn’t let up. It affects every organ in my body: from my heart to my lungs, my eyes to
my toes. It renders me immobile, physically unable to move. It’s easier to slouch rather than
stand upright, to shuffle along rather than walk. All tasks turn into near impossible chores (at
times they do become impossible): talking, listening, looking, eating & drinking, chewing,
swallowing, sitting, holding a cup, moving a limb, the list goes on and on. I struggle to keep my
eyes open and focused. It’s draining to be touched, hugged, to have anyone enter my personal
space. It’s uncomfortable – each muscle and every limb is seemingly exhumed of all energy,
including my brain. With this tiredness comes pain. If ‘normal-tired’ were deflated tyres on a car
that made it harder to complete your journey, then with this ME-fatigue, you have no
wheels. Nausea The symptom that has haunted me throughout the years from day one is
nausea. At best, I can carry on through it and undertake tasks. At worst, it stops me dead in
my tracks with its severity, wrapping every inch of my body in a queasy cobweb. I feel as though I
am about to be sick any second: my mouth even produces extra saliva in preparation and I have
a metallic taste at the back of my throat. Each time it strikes it feels so real, so intense, I
frantically search around me eyeing up something in which I can be sick. I have no choice but to
lie down, close my eyes, and try not to move an inch - not even an eyelid - until it passes. It can
fade away in ten minutes, or take months before it subsides. There are numerous degrees of
queasiness in between these two extremes. Over the years, I have learnt which I am able to
push to one side and carry on as close to normal as possible (appearing to the casual observer
as if there is nothing wrong), with minimal repercussions; and those it is best not to mess with
unless I want to feel much worse for quite a while afterwards. Some strains let me read a book or
watch television without too much backchat; with others, I can sit upright but am unable to
undertake anything as taxing as watching television. Then there are those that are ever by my
side, but not so intense as to make me totally change my plans for the day. I have come to



recognise, more or less – I still get it very wrong at times - the cause and what each variation
means. Although all fall under the umbrella term of ‘Nausea,’ each feels slightly different and has
its own identifying quirk: One is an indication I need to eat something. It’s centred in my
stomach and throat and is sometimes so ardent, the last thing I want to do is eat. The type that
rears its ugly head when I have eaten – either because I have consumed something that totally
disagrees with me (or I should say disagrees with ME) such as a cheese-laden pizza or oily
curry; or because of the energy that my body has consumed in the mission of eating something,
anything, even half an apple or a slice of tomato. But this ‘category’ also contains variations: the
sick feeling which strikes after I eat an egg is slightly different to the queasiness I feel after
consuming say, a banana, but both induce a nausea that hovers around the top of my stomach
and throat. One which comes with the ‘added bonus’ of being accompanied by a nasty taste at
the back of my mouth that doesn’t disappear with eating or drinking anything. Brushing my teeth
or chewing on mints doesn’t help, as they just add to the taste rather than get rid of it. Each time I
swallow, I taste it. I liken it to eating cornflakes with garlic for breakfast, coffee with garlic; tuna
and garlic sandwich for lunch, a chocolate and garlic bar for a snack; salmon, potatoes and
salad - with garlic, of course - for supper, finished off with a big bowlful of strawberries and ice-
cream…and yes, you guessed it, garlic. But at least this one doesn’t render me useless, and I
can easily push it to one side. The type when I haven't slept, complete with nasty taste in my
mouth. This nausea seems to stretch out over the whole of my body rather than being limited to
my stomach or throat. A type when I stay up too late at night: this one centres itself more in my
throat and head than my stomach. A sick-dizziness-hotness when in a supermarket or
shopping centre (caused by the lighting or heating I think). I feel prickly-hot, and the sickness
engulfs me. A sick-hot feeling, similar to that you experience when you are about to faint, when
I am reading or working too late or have done too much. It envelops all of my body, from deep in
the backs of my eyes to the pit of my stomach. Queasiness when I am too hot: this type, like the
one above, encompasses the whole of my body. I consider the above to be scaled down
versions of the main, formidable nausea, as they are mild and can usually be rectified by
removing myself from that situation. (I say usually as, with everything to do with ME, I have found
that nothing is clear-cut. I can put myself in situations where I think I will be OK, but nausea still
finds a way). One thing that they all have in common is that lying down and closing my eyes
eases them. When I stand up, the intensity of the nausea smacks me around the head with a
cricket bat; whereas when I lie down it taps me on the shoulder. Stomach aches As with the
nausea and headaches, there are a number of varieties – for want of a better word - of stomach
ache. Again, there are a few I can carry on through, aware it signifies I should slow down and
have a break as soon as I get the chance; and others which mean I should stop. Right. Now.-
The ‘boss’ of all stomach aches hurts so much. It an intense, sharp pain in my stomach that
sends out shockwaves throughout my body. It quite literally makes me double up in pain. There’s
no way I can contemplate to carry on as normal when this one strikes. It is impossible to
concentrate on anything, even the television or radio, and I’m unable to eat or drink. It envelops



the whole of my torso so viciously there’s no chance of turning a blind eye and carrying on with
what I was in the middle of doing.- The mild discomfort - an ache rather than a stabbing -
which can relentlessly stick with me day after day after day, so much so that it becomes the
norm. A hot water bottle always helps relieve the pain.- The one that strikes when I’ve
eaten something that clashes with ME’s strict rules, such as rice; or I have eaten out and
consumed oily food, or other hidden ingredients that my body has dug out. It feels as if someone
– or something - is inside me, scratching at my stomach lining with a cheese grater, and
continues through to the following morning, sometimes still smarting twelve hours or so after the
offending meal.- Occasionally, when I have been pushing my limits for a while and am
extremely tired, I will have stomach ache if I eat or drink anything, even a few sips of water. This
is a sharp ache that usually lasts for about an hour after I’ve dared to eat, depending on what it
was that I consumed that angered it.- Bizarrely, with one type (a sharper, more pinpointed
pain, rather than the all-over one) I have discovered that if I place my hand on the source of the
pain and press on it very gently, then the pain eases ever so slightly. The pain can be a sharp
pain, like a knife, which tends to be confined to one particular area, or a dull pain that consumes
the whole stomach. My stomach can feel jumpy and churny as if there’s something swishing
around in it, like a washing machine on full spin. It can bubble away for days at a time like a bottle
of lemonade. Although most of the types of pain are confined to my lower stomach, some stretch
from my abdomen up to my chest, one feels like a stabbing, cramp-like contraction near my
heart, and another one centres itself even higher up my body, feeling like cramp in my
throat. Headaches I have read descriptions by other sufferers who say that the headaches are
unlike any other they have experienced before. I can’t remember my headaches before I became
ill, so I will go on their word. But I can definitely say that they are not the same as any I have felt
with flu or a virus. It can be a sharp pain refined to one particular area of my scalp, usually above
one eye; or it can be a duller ache that seems to envelop the whole of my head. A throb, tapping
away just to let me know that it’s there, lest I dare to forget. Sometimes, it can feel almost as if
something is grinding away against the sides of my skull just above my ears like a pepper
grinder. At others, it’s a throbbing at the temples and feels as though my skull is too small and
the force is building inside. I feel pressure in my ears similar to when you are on a plane, but I’m
just sitting watching television. I try yawning, drinking, coughing, holding my head in a different
position, but nothing relieves it – all I can do is hope it disappears as instantly as it appears.
Then there’s the other dull, throbbing one that strikes when I’ve eaten anything that isn’t a fruit or
a vegetable in the morning or afternoon (my body generally goes in for the ‘no carbs before 6pm’
rule). This envelops the whole of my head; from my forehead to my chin, the front to the back. I
picture it as a dark thick cloud, or cotton wool; it’s a ‘fuzzy’ ache. For me personally, I don’t
regard the headaches as the worst of my symptoms, as I can usually continue to do things whilst
suffering with them. I consider them to be more annoying. Paracetamol or the equivalent won’t
work on any type, so I have to grit my teeth and wait for it to pass, whilst trying to remember that
my body’s telling me to take things easier. That’s the core symptoms explained, now lets get



back to where it all began… Part I Early Days I can’t remember much at all about
the first six years of my life. I wish I could, then I could recall how it feels to be healthy. I could
look back and picture how it feels to lead a normal life and to have freedom. For twenty years I
have had to rely on my imagination for such a concept. In the back of my mind, I am aware that I
may never again get to experience such a sensation: the feeling of being healthy. From what I
do remember, growing up in a tiny village in the north of Lancashire with my Mum and Dad, two
older brothers, Alister and Lance, and an array of animals, my life was content. It was a blur of
walks in the fields surrounding our four bed-roomed house, splashing around in muddy puddles,
and tormenting my brothers. There was always a pet to talk to and play with, a homemade cake
in the tin, and plenty of drama, but no sense of pain. That was, until I caught whooping cough
when I was six. Little did I know then that my life had changed for good. I could not shake the
illness off and became more and more ill as the days went by. I had a high temperature, a sore
throat, and my glands – particularly the ones in my neck - were constantly swollen and painful.
After weeks without any sign of improvement, Mum took me to our local doctor’s surgery to see
the weekend doctor, who diagnosed Glandular Fever on the spot. I was feeling so ill - which was
made even worse by the effort of getting to the surgery - that she decided that she wouldn’t
distress me any further by taking any blood samples to confirm her diagnosis and sent me
home, telling Mum not to worry and that I would be feeling better in three weeks. I know that
time appears to stand still sometimes, but I think that this surely must be the record for the
longest ‘three weeks’ ever; one thousand, one hundred and ninety-six weeks as I write this, and
that number is continuously increasing. But getting back to when I was six… I did get slightly
better in the ensuing weeks and appeared to pick up. But then I stopped improving, and started
to get worse. Much worse. Those early days of my illness were filled with confused fear, both
for me and for Mum. I think if anything, I was less scared than Mum: being so young, I had a
child’s naïve, comforting view on sickness. I was lucky enough to have grown up seeing people
only affected with disorders such as flu and stomach bugs, therefore I reasoned that this would
be like them - you felt ill, but you bounced back to normal within a week. There was no doubt in
my mind that my illness would be exactly the same. In addition to this belief, I also felt so ill that I
often struggled to think about anything other than the nausea or the headaches, the crippling
stomach aches, or the constant pain in my muscles. I was, however confused that, even though
I felt so ill, those around me didn’t appear to sympathize with me. They had been compassionate
when I’d had a stomach bug or a temperature, so what was so different now? Mum didn’t have
the luxury of my black and white child’s world - she knew of all those awful diseases that were
out there - that feeling ill wasn’t always limited to just a cold or flu; an illness could bring with it
much more devastating and final consequences. It could last a lifetime. My bedroom was a
small – tiny in fact - L-shaped room. There was space for a bed, a half-size wardrobe and not
much else. My huge assortment of stuffed toys shared the single bed with me, and the shelf
above my bed heaved with my numerous collections of frogs (ceramic, and glass rather than live
amphibians), tins, boxes, and thimbles. I remember Mum sleeping on the floor during those first



nights my illness showed itself (which can’t have been an easy task, as the carpet wouldn’t have
made much of an impact on softening the hard concrete beneath it). I was terrible about being
away from or left with anyone other than Mum, however I was willing to be left alone with my
grandmother, Nonny, unless I was feeling extremely ill. I absolutely hated being apart from them
and wouldn’t rest or relax if they weren’t nearby. The more ill I became, the worse this ‘need’
became too. It wasn’t that I wanted the attention, and I wasn’t trying to manipulate anyone. I think
that I was convinced that something awful would happen and was actually quite terrified when
not in their presence. Despite the fact I still felt incredibly ill whilst they were around, I had every
faith that they would look after me and do what they could to help ease my pain. These two
amazing women were my rocks - my only rocks - for quite a while. My happy acceptance of
being left with Nonny enabled Mum to have some relief from me, and the chance to do mundane
chores such as grocery shopping. I’m sure even that stolen hour in the supermarket must have
given Mum some much needed respite, a chance to breathe away from my suffocating
presence. I would have phases when I was OK, and then out of the blue I would wake up
feeling incredibly ill. (This fluctuating form: feeling fine, ill for a few days, and then well again only
for the whole cycle to begin again; is very common in children with ME.) In my good periods I
appeared to be ‘normal’ to everyone. I would go through spells when I had fantastic spurts of
energy; I can only think similar to adrenaline rushes. There was just no stopping me as I buzzed
around on a trip of ‘false’ energy. People would think Mum was mad when she commented that I
was “too bright,” assuming she didn’t like me running around and was willing me to be ill. I was
just a child with lots of energy, and there was certainly nothing abnormal in that. They believed I
had recovered from my bout of ‘malaise’. But Mum knew that when this ‘high trip’ ended (and it
never lasted all that long) I would fall back into a lethargic heap. Constantly experiencing these
questioning looks from other parents and having to bat away their disbelief time and time again
that I was ill meant she grew a very thick skin. In private though, this constant barrage did make
her query herself, and leave her wondering if maybe she was making more out of it than
necessary and was, in fact, unwittingly encouraging me to feign being ill. For as long as I can
remember, I have always felt tired. For as long as I can remember, I have always found it
extremely difficult to get to sleep. I can’t help but think it’s somehow ironic: my whole day has
been spent feeling insanely tired, struggling to gather the energy to place one foot in front of the
other, yet I am not able get to sleep at night. I cannot think of many things more frustrating than
feeling absolutely done in and not being able to sleep, as anyone who suffers from insomnia is
all too aware. When this attribute first made itself known, Mum would get up in the night with me
and we would go and sit in the kitchen and have some hot cocoa (hot milk on its own made me
feel sick). I remember thinking I should be excited at this stolen moment between just Mum and
myself, when the rest of the world was fast asleep, and we were having this midnight feast! But I
couldn’t gather the energy needed for such emotion. It didn’t seem to help entice sleep either.
Mum would perch on the stool in my room for hours on end every night (there was not enough
space to accommodate an even remotely comfy chair), playing numerous variations of word



games with me in the hope that taking my mind off not sleeping would make me relax and fall
asleep. These games consisted of going through the alphabet thinking of girls and boys names,
surnames, colours, countries, food, fruit and vegetables that began with each letter; ‘My
Grandmother’s Cat’ type games where you had to remember the list of what type of cat it was
and then add your own idea to the list, or a list of what you were taking on holiday; thinking of
names and colours that began with the letter that the previous answer finished with; and on it
continued…These could go on for hours, before I eventually began to drift in and out of slumber.
Not wanting to disturb me leaving the bedroom, she soon learnt how to fall asleep on a small
stool. (I fear she was so tired she could have probably fallen asleep standing up.) This went on
for a while until we discovered that if I went to bed in my parents’ bed on the nights when I was
struggling to drift off, I would be more likely to get to sleep. I would always start off the night in my
own room, but if I was still wide awake by the time Mum went to bed then I would get up and go
and climb into bed with her, and we would lie in the dark playing yet more word games. These
games sessions would sometimes go on for hours, but they often – eventually - worked, sending
me off to sleep at around 2am. (I’m not too sure why this proved so successful; maybe it was
taking my mind off the fact I couldn’t sleep and therefore making myself more wide awake with
the worry.) Then Dad would come to bed after waking up from dozing in his chair in front of the
fire in the sitting room, and I would be woken up and carried back to my own bed where I would
fall asleep almost instantly. Following these late nights, I wouldn’t be able to sleep in in the
morning to make up for the nights lost hours of sleep. Instead, I would be wide awake at the
same time (or often even earlier) than I usually was. We tried a variety of sleep-inducing
recommendations: homeopathic pills of various descriptions; a small amount of lavender oil in a
burner (my over active sense of smell necessitated it had to be very weak); and sleeping pills,
which made me feel so groggy the following day we soon discounted them. Nothing seemed to
really help though – if my body didn’t want to sleep, then it wasn’t going to be made to sleep.
ME can totally mess up your body clock: it is similar to jet lag (or it feels like it anyway), but can
occur when I haven't even been out of the house, let alone to a different country. I can be so
wide-awake at midnight, but then hardly keep my eyes open at 2pm. I go to sleep at 3am and
wake up at 9am. I can’t shift it back to ‘normal’ hours, no matter how hard I try. Forcing my
waking hour to change in order to bring my sleeping hour forward doesn’t work. Doing this only
results in me hardly getting any sleep, as I still don’t get to sleep until two or three in the morning:
if ME wants late nights, it has late nights. Being even more tired as a result of an early morning
doesn’t appear to change a thing. Some sufferers’ clock seems to do a complete U-turn and
they can only sleep all day and be awake through the night. Mine – touch wood – has never been
that topsy-turvy thankfully: if I don’t sleep at night then I don’t sleep in the daytime either.
Simple. When I did manage to drift off, it didn’t necessarily mean I would get a break from the
aspects of the disease. I would have vivid nightmares, some of which I can still clearly remember
to this day. Most involved gigantic wolves and foxes trying to get into the house whilst I was
cowering in the bathroom or away from a window so they couldn’t see me when they peered in



through the glass. (Even now, I still have nightmares about foxes when I feel really ill.) I didn’t
escape feeling sick just because I was asleep either. The nausea came through in my dreams:
either in the form of people throwing up, or through the medium of dreaming about freezer burnt
ice-cream or orange ice lollies, or dry, juiceless and pithy oranges. I then awoke from them
feeling sick. At least time passed far quicker when I was asleep, so I reasoned if I had to feel sick
sometime, it was preferable to do so then rather than when I was awake. When I was seven,
my stomach aches became acute. I was in so much pain with them the doctor thought I might
have appendicitis and I was rushed to hospital. It turned out the aches were, in fact, not due to
that, but were down to me being somewhat severely constipated. (A far less glamorous
diagnosis, but along with other Irritable Bowel Syndrome symptoms such as diarrhea and
bloating, it is a common manifestation of ME.) The physicians at the hospital decided to keep
me in and sort out the problem. As I tend to do, especially when I'm tired and feeling ill, I cried a
fair few gallons of tears in front of them. I also didn’t eat - I was struggling to eat the tasty food at
home due to the queasiness I felt, let alone hospital food - and the sight of the unappealing fare
placed in front of me provoked even more tears. The nurses were really unsympathetic, as all
they saw was a child that wouldn’t stop crying and was making their job even harder. Their
briskness and unpleasantness made me cry some more, which in turn annoyed them even
further… The whole situation was so awful that Mum ended up moving me to the neighbouring
Nuffield hospital. This was quite a military operated mission on mum’s behalf: her friend sat with
me at the infirmary whilst Mum went over to the Nuffield to sort out a room for me there (they are
on the same side of town, handily enough). Alister was then recruited with his car to join in the
operation, and they all bundled me into his old red Nova and took me to the Nuffield. There, with
a children’s menu decorated with jolly characters, instantly making the food sound more
appetizing, and more edible food combined with smiley, friendly nurses, the problem was soon
sorted out. The young Greek doctor, who somewhat mesmerized both Mum and I by his charm,
said to Mum he thought that something wasn’t right: there was something really wrong with me,
and that he would look into it at a later stage. He told Mum to bring me back once I had
recovered from my current problem. Unfortunately he moved hospitals before we got a chance
to see him again. He was the first doctor to realise that there was something physically wrong
with me. Had I been diagnosed correctly three years earlier than I was, would things have turned
out very differently? Would three whole years of not being made to push myself have resulted in
me being well now? Who knows… School Phobia Because I always started being ill on a
Sunday night, only making it into school on Thursday and Friday, and being well enough to play
with friends on a Saturday, my GP - somewhat understandably - suspected I had school phobia.
I was therefore sent to see a child psychologist. Back then, the children’s psychiatric hospital
was situated in Lancaster Moor Hospital: a huge, imposing gothic style Victorian hospital that
was in fact built as the county’s Lunatic Asylum. It was the type of hospital that features in horror
movies - I thought that all it needed to complete the horror scene were bats flying around the
turrets and an owl screeching in the distance. I didn’t know about its past when we were there,



but all the unhappy, unfortunate vibes from those poor souls who were put in there seemed to
hang in the air and made me uneasy. When we arrived, Mum was called in to see the
psychologist first and I was left to wait in the eerily silent, dark, empty waiting room alone. There
was no one about; the bare corridors were empty. All I could hear were the screams and shouts
of distressed children from distant rooms, accompanied by the odd bang of metal or wood
echoing down to where I was sitting. I have never been so scared! I have no idea how long Mum
was gone; I’m sure it was a matter of minutes, but to me it seemed like hours. Finally it was my
turn to go in and see the lady. I don’t remember too much about the assessment itself, apart from
being immensely relieved I had survived the inhospitable waiting room and was now in a warm,
bright, inviting room with lots of interesting toys in it. The psychologist was very kind and not at
all scary like I had feared she would be, and the various questions she asked were easy to
answer. The outcome of that assessment (apart from me being scared of Victorian hospitals for
life), was that I was a bright and happy, well-adjusted little girl with no psychological problems.
Who, rather than trying to avoid going to school, in fact wanted more than anything to attend
school to learn things and play with friends. But she could see that there was something
physically - definitely NOT mentally - wrong with me.   I was ill, but she couldn’t help me. 
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Sandra Cantwell, “An amazing insight. This book certainly opened my eyes to a condition that I
previously didn't understand, but hopefully now I do thank you”

val marshall, “An horrific life living with M.E.. This being the second book about M.E. which I have
read, apart from being overcome by the dreadful implications of living with M.E., which is cruelly
devastating, I am appalled by the attitude of most of the medical profession, who discount it as
yuppie 'flu. They need to read this book and then hopefully they will be more understanding of
the way it destroys the normal life of those who suffer from this illness. This is a remarkable book
describing an horrific childhood which was not understood by other children and many of their
parents.”

gillian stephenson, “The raw truth of ME through a child's eyes. This moving chronic of a small
girl's battle of growing up with ME should prove of great help to anyone caring for an ME
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symptoms and effects of this illness will surely disperse the disbelief still held by many
regarding its existence. Skip some of it if you must - but do read the end (and don't forget the
Kleenex!)”

Peter A Marshall, “It will have taken much time and courage to write .... It will have taken much
time and courage to write this book and I am sure that when this illness is appreciated by more
people both in and out of the medical profession future research will help others who suffer from
it both as children and as adults. It is a truly moving account and people with this condition will I
am sure take inspiration from the courage shown by the author.”

V. J., “Profoundly moving A true insight of the anguish - and .... Profoundly movingA true insight
of the anguish - and hope, of living with M E”
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